RHS PTSA invites you to offer nominations for

THE GOLDEN ACORN AND OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARDS.

More information is given below. Please forward the names to Nancy Uziemblo at uziemblo@frontier.com or send via mail (1702 April Loop Richland 99354). Forms/information may also be dropped off at the RHS main office desk. Call Nancy for more information (943-5762). Names due by May 31.

---

**NOMINATE AN OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR**

Do you know an outstanding educator? Nominate one! The OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD is offered by RHS PTSA and the Washington State PTA to recognize individuals who go beyond the normal expectations of their jobs to make the learning environment fun, beneficial, and challenging. An outstanding educator could be a teacher, assistant, custodian, bus driver, administrator or community member. 

1. enable our PTSA to recognize innovative and successful individuals
2. support financial grants for students pursuing post-secondary education through a donation in the recipient’s name from RHS PTSA to the Washington State PTA fund.

The enthusiasm and diversity that an educator brings to the classroom directly influences the success of a student. If you know individuals who have provided outstanding educational opportunities for youth, please nominate them. **Send their names and a brief description of why you are nominating them to Nancy Uziemblo at uziemblo@frontier.com or mail (1702 April Loop, Richland 99254) or drop off at the RHS Main Office front desk. Nominations will be accepted until May 31.**

**NOMINATE AN OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR** -- Nomination form

Your name ________________________________________________________________

How can I contact you if more information is needed? ____________________________

Person being nominated _______________________________________________________

This person is an outstanding educator because

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

---

**NOW TAKING NOMINATIONS FOR OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEER.....**

**THE GOLDEN ACORN AWARD**

A Golden Acorn Award will be presented by RHS PTSA to a volunteer in recognition of his/her dedication and service to children. Also, the RHS PTSA makes a contribution in the name of the recipient to the Washington State PTA Scholarship Program. From these contributions, Washington State PTA is able to provide grants to students entering post-secondary education.

**Send your nominations, by May 31, to Nancy Uziemblo** at uziemblo@frontier.com or mail (1702 April Loop, Richland 99254) or drop off at the RHS Main Office front desk.